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The Long-awaited Second Story Arc for
Last Cloudia has been Released!

[TOKYO, JAPAN ‒ August 19, 2021] Mobile game developer and publisher AIDIS Inc. has released the long-awaited
second story arc for their highly rated smartphone RPG Last Cloudia on August 19, 2021.
After a fierce battle with the God of Ruin, Last Cloudiaʼs main character Kyle and his friends find themselves thrust
into a completely new adventure. What kinds of thrilling and fun situations could await the party in this strange new
world?
Additionally, the new unit Leona, Princess Punch, and the new ark Saika Guild have also been released. The new
unit has an important role in the second story arc, so be sure to see what kind of power she can put out!
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Leona, Princess Punch (Voice: Atsumi Tanezaki)
Leona is a high-speed Earth attacker who deals heavy
damage with each of her powerful blows! By continually
using skills, she can build up her Ki Charge. As her Ki
Charge increases, the damage of her attacks and Special
greatly increase! Additionally, her skills quickly close
the gap between her and her enemies, allowing players
to quickly take down enemies with exciting gameplay
and flashy attacks.
Her unique skill, Graphel Claw Technique, boosts her
physical damage attack power when a claw is equipped,
while her other unique skill, Verdant Stance, increases
her critical rate and damage cap based on combo hit
count.
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Ark Saika Guild (SSR)
This ark has stats that focus on physical attacks, and its ark
attributes boost stats for soldiers, knights, sorcerers, and
snipers. It also has a variety of attack and support related
skills that can be learned, making it a powerful ark for any
damage dealer!
This arkʼs Ark Attributes add STR to Soldier types, DEF to
Knight types, INT to Sorcerer types, and critical rate for
Sniper types. A unit can gain all these effects if they have all
these types! Whatʼs more, for every living ally that shares no
types with the unit, the unitʼs break value gains +50%.
This ark also has many useful skills for units to learn. It has
both Mimicry [Soldier] and Mimicry [Sniper], to add new
types to units. It also has the physical attack boosting skills
Savage Strike, which slightly reduces accuracy of physical
attacks but greatly increases physical attack damage, as well
as Doppelhander, which, boosts physical attack damage
+20%, critical rate +10%, and physical attack damage cap
+5000 when the only weapon equipped is one sword!
*Leona, Princess Punch and Saika Guild will be available from August 19, 2021, post-maintenance until
September 1, 2021, 11:59 pm (PT) in the Descent of Heroes festival. For details on this gacha, see the ingame notice. The Saika Guild ark will also be available in the regular gacha pool.

Login Bonus Added to Celebrate the New Story Release!
A login bonus has been added to
celebrate the release of the new story
arc! This login bonus includes amazing
rewards, such as crystals, materials such
as Light of the World and Visionary Light,
and mother souls! Be sure to play the
game every day to get these great
bonuses!
Login Bonus Period:
August 19, 2021, post-maintenance ‒
August 25, 2021, 11:59 am (PT).
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LAST CLOUDIA
Download links
iOS: https://apps.apple.com/app/id1473588527
Android: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.aidis.lastcloudiaen
Official Website: https://www.lastcloudia.com/en/
* Android, Google Play are trademarks of Google LLC.
* iPhone and iTunes are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries and regions.
* App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc.
* iOS is a trademark or registered trademark of Cisco in the U.S. and other countries and is used under license.
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